
              FITNESS

BEAUTY OF 
BALANCE

Consider it a moving meditation, a 
flow class that keeps you engaged 
and focused while moving from one 
dance posture to another. What 
would have once been considered a 
workout for strong, nimble dancers 
has now become one of the biggest 
fitness trends of the past decade, ig-
niting a love for expressive movement 
at studios across the country. 

Tracing back the lineage of this 
exercise method, it was German 
dancer Lotte Berk who first crafted 
a ballet-inspired workout by merging 
her dance conditioning exercises with 
rehabilitative therapeutic techniques. 
In 1959, Berk opened the first studio 
in London, where student Lydia Bach 
would eventually become a Berk dis-
ciple, bringing the ballet barre work-
out to the American masses in 1971 
when she opened the Lotte Berk 
Method studio in NYC. It was at this 
studio in the 1980s that Burr Leonard 
first began teaching and collaborat-
ing with Lotte Berk herself, eventually 
refining and adjusting the workout 
to launch her own version: The Bar 
Method. Today there are countless 
variations and fusion classes created 
by former dancers and bodywork 
professionals alike. 

Most classes meld traditional ballet 
exercises at the barre to fire up quads 
and glutes, arm strengthening with 
light weights along with planks and 
push-ups on the mat, core strength-
ening and therapeutic yoga stretches. 
Placing emphasis on tiny, isometric 
muscle conditioning, using high-
repetition with low weights to build 
and elongate muscles, it’s a full body 
workout that delivers that coveted 
dancer’s silhouette. “The overall result 
of this approach is a body that is 
strong at its core, supple and versa-

Ballet Barre tunes into your inner ballerina with a workout that 
delivers strength, flexibility, and most importantly, peace of mind. Created by Kinesiologist and studio owner Kara Egelton, 

Très Barre’s classes provide full body conditioning, deep 
somatic stretching, and a cardio workout all in one. This 
wellness centre features a smoothie bar, café, and outdoor 
terrace in the heart of the plateau on Rue St. Denis. There’s 
a variety of services on offer, including massage and 
nutritional counselling, to entice you to stay in a state of zen 
just a little bit longer. Toronto

The Extension Room, 30 Eastern Ave. 
extensionmethod.com

With 7 different Extension 
Method classes, all taught by 
former professional dancers, there’s 
something for everyone from fast-
paced jumps and jetés to pliés at the 
barre. Developed by dancer and 
choreographer Jennifer Nichols, and 
combines rehabilitative exercises 
with dance fundamentals taught 
in ballet. And if you just want to go 
back to basics and work on form, 
classical ballet classes are also on offer 
to hone pure technique. A beautiful, 
industrial space houses this inspiring 
studio, while wall-to-wall mirrors 
help beginners establish proper form 
and stay motivated to stick with the 
long holds. 

Montreal
Très Studio Barre, 
4371 St. Denis St. 
fitnessbarre.ca

Expect the unexpected as this studio offers 
classes that keep you guessing, mixing up the 
Bar Method’s signature moves like the pelvis 
tuck, deep squats with relevés (raised heels), 
and mat-based core exercises. This studio also 
incorporates balls, 3 lb weights, and bands to 
challenge you further, and promises to sculpt and 
shape you quickly with just 3 classes per week. 

Vancouver
The Bar Method, 837 Beatty St.
vancouver.barmethod.com

By Anna Cipollone 

Embrace the

tile, and defined in a lean and elegant 
way,” says Jennifer Nichols, a chore-
ographer and dancer, and the creator 
of The Extension Method. 

Another benefit is the clarity of mind 
that comes from joining movement 
with breath and working through 
challenging poses that make your 
legs shake and your heart race. 
“Dance based training is incredibly 
vast in its scope,” explains Nichols, 
“requiring the body to move through 
an atypical range of motion, using all 
spatial planes, powering explosively 
both laterally and vertically, as well 
as harnessing control and balance in 
stationary positions.”

Engaging in an expressive art form 
that nourishes the mind and body 
can be the most effective way to fully 
commit to a practice. “When you’re 
dancing your way through your work-
out, you forget that you may be tired 
that day, or stressed,” says Nichols, 
“you simply become lost in the music 
and the movement.”
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